DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. /0 s. 2018

TO: District Araling Panlipunan Lead Administrators
    Secondary Schools Araling Panlipunan Coordinators
    Teachers select
    This Division

FROM: ROY ANGELO E. GAZO
      Schools Division Superintendent

DATE: January 9, 2018

SUBJECT: MEETING & WRITESHOP OF ARPAN LEAD ADMINISTRATORS, SECONDARY SCHOOLS ARPAN
          COORDINATORS & ARPAN TEACHER-WRITERS SELECT

1. In line with the conduct of a unified Division Achievement Test (DAT) in March 2018 which aims
to assess the teaching performance of teachers, a meeting and writeshop will be held on January
12, 2018 at 8:00 o’clock in the morning at Lanipao Central School, Lanipao, Lala, Lanao del Norte.

2. Identified participants are directed to bring CGs, test notebook, laptop and extension wire.

3. Enclosed is a list of identified participants for your reference.

4. Transportation and food provision expenses of the participants shall be charged to school MOOE
subject to the usual accounting and auditing policies, rules and regulations.

5. For compliance.
**LIST OF CONSULTANTS**

1. ASHLIMA RACMAT - KAUSWAGAN  
2. ELLEN DE GUZMAN - BAROY SOUTH  
3. ANTONIETA EPE - LALA SOUTH  
4. AIDA ALQUILITA - BACOLOD  
5. CAMILO BAYNOSA - KOLAMBUGAN  
6. MARIA TERESA CANTOS - SALVADOR  
7. MARIA FE MESIAS - LALA NORTH  
8. JEZREEL DELA CERNA - MAGSAYSAY  
9. ROSARIO RAMO - SND EAST  
10. SAIDARA MAMAY - NUNUNGAN  
11. JOSELITO EPE - PSDS  

**LIST OF WRITERS**

1. GERALDINE S. RIVAS – JOSE BALAZO ES  
2. ESTRELLA ESIC – BAROY CES  
3. RHODORA ALDE – LALA SOUTH  
4. CRISTYLEN DEL RIO – MINAULON ES  
5. LITO BOCA – KOLAMBUGAN CES  
6. NILANIE RAMOS – CURVA MIAGAO ES  
7. AILINE RELOVA – DONGGOAN ES  
8. GINA M. ESTAREJA – TAMBACON IS  
9. EVELYN F. YAYON – PIKALAWAG ES  
10. MARC WILL VILLACORA – TUBOD CES  
11. AIDA FERNANDEZ – KAPATAGAN CES  
12. JULIBEE DAISON – MARANDING CES  
13. MARICEL DADULA – LINAMON NHS  
14. SHERRA FE INTONG - LIANGAN NHS  
15. FEDELYN LAGASCA – BIN-DE NHS  
16. MICHELLE O. MAGLANQUE – TQNHS  
17. BEN JOHN CABALLERO – LALA NHS  
18. SUZETTE MORILLA – LNNCHS  
19. ESTER CULANAG – SALVADOR NHS  
20. BELIANTE DIMANSINDEL – NUNUNGAN NHS  
21. SARAH JANE SARCENO – PANTAR NHS  
22. CHEQUE TORRES – DIOSDADO YAP NHS